Handmade in Holland

N E P T U N E B O AT M AT T R E S S E S ,
S L AT S Y S T E M S A N D
BESPOKE BEDLINEN

The ultimate sleeping comfort

F O R C R E W, G U E S T S,
V. I . P A N D O W N E R S.
For Pleasure and Superyachts

Sleeping comfort for
Pleasure and Superyachts
EXPERIENCE CENTRE AND OFFICE

Melanie Winters
Avinguda de Joan Miro 3-e
07014, Palma De Mallorca, Spain
Mob. 0034 646 897 378
or Tel. 0031 228 743 000
Mail: melanie@neptune.nl
Monday to Friday from 09.00-12.00 hrs.
or by appointment.
When visiting our Experience Centre you can choose from

Neptune mattresses have been specially developed to offer optimum comfort
and support for all persons on board. In combination with our custom-made
slat systems, mattress protectors, bedding and luxury bed linen, you will have
everything you need for the perfect night’s sleep on board!
Approximately 30% of your time on board will be spent sleeping in
your bed. And, we feel that’s too long to tolerate any discomfort.
Everything Neptune produce is made-to-measure because everything is precisely
aligned to the size, shape and angle(s) of your bed frame.

’Experience a wonderful
night’s sleep on a Neptune‘

more than 17 different qualities and thicknesses of mattresses.
It is always wise to first make an appointment for a visit.
In this way we can be of the best service to you.
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The very best mattresses, handmade in Holland.
Complete Experience Centre
Our Experience Centre / showroom in
the heart of Palma de Mallorca displaying
17 different mattress quality choices,
slat systems, bed linen and more.

The perfect solution
A comfortable Neptune mattress
on a Neptune flexible slat system
Keeping our customers safe,
comfortable, legal & ethical.

Visit our showroom to receive
more product information.
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Sleeping on a Neptune means
choosing the very best.

“Comfort Plus Line”
PREMIUM
The Neptune “Comfort Plus” Premium
Line are produced from a selection of
multiple premium comfort foams. The
standard model for Guest and Captains
cabins, this should be the minimum
quality model chosen.
(page 8)

A Neptune mattress is manufactured from only the most comfortable, durable and
healthy materials. Each mattress is provided with a high quality, fire-retardant blue or
off-white mattress cover (ticking) with an Airflow™ border. As a result, our mattresses
offer unrivalled comfort, support and ventilation. In combination with the Neptune slat
system, you will create the perfect sleeping place on-board.

Neptune Mattress Model Range:
Study carefully our mattress categories.
Choosing a mattress based on price alone can be a false economy.

”Comfort Line”
Pantera® Nautic

“Excellent Line”
100% Vita-Talalay latex

Specially developed for yachting industry
and has antibacterial properties. This
premium comfort foam is also fire-retardant
and meets the strict IMO standards. If you
want to look after your crew, this should be
the minimum quality model chosen.
(page 6)

Inspired By Nature, Nourishing Healthy
Sleep. Transforming mother nature’s
gift into the most natural material inside
mattresses. The standard model for Guest,
V.I.P. and Owners cabins, this should be
the minimum quality model chosen.
(page 9)

“Comfort Plus Line”

“Excellent Line”
Pocketspring / Talalay latex

This premium comfort foam is also
manufactured with a finishing layer of 3cm.
100% Vita-Talalay latex Soft or 3cm
Vita Embrace memory foam.
A dream for the entire crew. If you love
your crew, this is the model for you!
(page 7)
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Mattresses are provided with “soft
touch” pocket springs. The mattress is
finished with 4cm 100% Vita-Talalay latex.
The standard model for Guest, V.I.P.
and Owners cabins. this should be the
minimum quality model chosen.
(page 10)
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“Comfort Plus” Line Mattresses
The Neptune “Comfort Plus” Line mattresses are produced from one premium quality
Cold Foam Pantera® Nautic with a 3cm thick 100% Vita-Talalay latex top layer and can
be produced to fit any shape, size or angle(s) of the bed frame. The Pantera® Nautic
mattress core has been specially developed for yachting industry and has antibacterial
properties. Unlike conventional polyurethane foams, the cores will not go moldy (a big
problem on board many yachts) Pantera® Nautic is also dust mite resistant. This comfort
material is ideal for people with allergies. This premium comfort foam is also fireretardant and meets the strict IMO standards. The finishing layer is made of 3cm 100%
Vita-Talalay latex Soft or 3cm 100% Vita Embrace memory foam. We offer a 7-year
warranty on this combination.

“Comfort Plus” Standard:

“Comfort Line” Mattresses

Available in two thicknesses: 15cm and 18cm and in four different compositions:

The mattresses from the Neptune “Comfort” Line are produced in one quality, Premium
Lastilux / Cold Foam or Pantera® Nautic. They are available in multiple supports,
thicknesses and can be manufactured to fit any size, shape or angle(s) of the bed frame.
New in our collection is the Pantera® Nautic mattress. The Pantera® Nautic mattress has
been specially developed for yachting industry and has antibacterial properties. Unlike
conventional polyurethane foams, the cores will not go moldy (a big problem on board
many yachts) Pantera® Nautic is also dust mite resistant. This comfort material is ideal
for people with allergies. This premium comfort foam is also fire-retardant and meets
the strict IMO standards. We offer a 7-year warranty on Pantera® Nautic. This quality
should be the standard for every crew member on board. A dream for the entire crew.

Available qualities:

Available core
thicknesses:

• Coldfoam 40kg/m3 Medium / Firm Our budget quality
• Coldfoam 50kg/m3 Medium
• Coldfoam 55kg/m3 Firm
• Pantera Nautic 50kg/m3 Medium / Firm
8cm / 10cm / 12cm / 15cm / 18cm
Recommended minimum thickness: 15cm
The chosen thickness of the mattress core has a strong
influence on the quality. The thinner the mattress, the firmer
it must be. Custom size thicknesses are of course possible.
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Available qualities/supports:
Available quality top layer:
Available quality top layer:
Available core thickness:
Available core thickness:

Medium / Firm
100% Vita-Talalay W6S Soft
100% Vita-Talalay Embrace memory foam
15cm (12cm Pantera® Nautic + 3cm Vita-Talalay top layer)
18cm (15cm Pantera® Nautic + 3cm Vita-Talalay top layer)

Recommended minimum core thickness: 15cm
The chosen thickness of the mattress core has a strong influence on the quality. The thinner
the mattress, the firmer it must be.
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“Excellent” Line Mattresses
(full 100% Vita-Talalay latex)
The most superior model in our range

Inspired by Nature, Nourishing Healthy Sleep. Transforming mother nature’s gift into
the most natural material inside mattresses and mattress toppers. Neptune Excellent
Line mattresses are manufactured of one or more qualities of 100% Vita-Talalay latex
and can be produced to fit in any shape, size or angle(s) of the bed frame. The round
open-cell structure of Vita-Talalay latex is unique and unrivalled and offers optimum
ventilation. This mattress ensures good moisture and heat regulation. As a result,
mold cannot develop (a big problem on board many yachts) and this product is also
dust mite resistant so it’s ideal for people with allergies. This helps people sleep
better, more hygienically and healthier. The mattresses have a superior resilience and
provide optimal support. Vita Talalay is the best and healthiest latex material available
on the market today and is exclusive to Neptune. We offer a 7-year warranty on
this combination.

“Comfort Plus” premium Line Mattresses
The Neptune “Comfort Plus” Premium Line mattresses are produced from one premium
quality Cold Foam Pantera® Nautic with multiple finishing layers and can be produced
to fit in any shape, size or angle(s) of the bed frame. The Pantera® Nautic mattress core
has been specially developed for yachting industry and has antibacterial properties.
Unlike conventional polyurethane foams, the cores will not go moldy (a big problem on
board many yachts) Pantera® Nautic is also dust mite resistant. This comfort material
is ideal for people with allergies. This premium comfort foam is also fire-retardant and
meets the strict IMO standards.

Manufactured from
one or more qualities of
100% V
 ita-Talalay latex.

The Neptune “Comfort Plus” Premium Line mattresses are produced from a selection
of multiple premium comfort foams. This base of 11cm thickness is provided with 1cm
of EZ-Dry (a comfort foam with a very open cell structure) then 3cm of Vita-Talalay
Embrace memory foam and finished with a top layer of 3cm of Vita-Talalay latex soft.
This structure has fantastic ventilation and comfort properties.
We offer a 7-year warranty on this combination.

Composition
Base:
		
First intermediate layer:
Second intermediate layer:
Third and also top layer:
Available core thicknesses:
Available supports:		

11cm Pantera® Nautic
1cm EZ-Dry for greatly improved ventilation
3cm 100% Vita-Talalay memory foam
3cm 100% Vita-Talalay W6S Soft
18cm (11cm+1cm+3cm+3cm top layers)
Medium / Firm
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Available core thicknesses:		
12cm
:
15cm (12cm + 3cm top layer) :
18cm (15cm + 3cm top layer) :
20cm (16cm + 4cm top layer) :

Recommended supports:
Firm or Extra Firm
Medium / Firm / Extra Firm
Soft / Medium / Firm / Extra Firm
Soft / Medium / Firm / Extra Firm

Available quality top layer: 		 100% Vita-Talalay W6S Soft top layer
Available quality top layer: 		 100% Vita-Talalay Embrace memory foam
Recommended minimum core thickness: 15cm
The chosen thickness of the mattress core has a strong influence
on the quality. The thinner the mattress, the firmer it must be.
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Mattress Toppers
Neptune mattress toppers offer extra sleeping comfort on board and can be produced
to fit in any shape, size or angle(s) of the bed. Because of the wide choice of different
raw materials, a mattress topper helps to tailor the bed to individual sleeping needs
and that gives an even better night’s sleep. A mattress topper helps to level the join
between two mattresses. It can make a hard mattress softer. A mattress topper only
makes sense if the mattresses are of a good quality.
NOTE:

1. In case of pit formation of existing mattresses, a mattress topper is useless.
2. A mattress topper can be a solution to sleep more softly.
3. On board the superyachts, guests are given an option for softer sleeping comfort.

“Excellent” Line Mattresses
(Pocket Spring + 100% Vita-Talalay latex)

“Comfort” line and “Excellent” line mattress toppers

Neptune Excellent Line mattresses are provided with “soft touch” pocket springs and
equipped with a pressure distributor and can be produced to fit in any shape, size or
angle(s) of the bed frame. The mattress is finished with 4cm 100% Vita-Talalay latex on
both sides as a result, mold cannot develop (a big problem on board many yachts) and
this product is also dust mite resistant so it’s ideal for people with allergies. This helps
people sleep better, more hygienically and healthier. The mattresses have a superior
resilience and provide optimal support.
The beams that are used around the pocket core are provided with extra aeration holes
for optimum ventilation.
Minimum width for this type of mattress is 90cm wide, narrower has a strong negative
influence on sleeping comfort. We offer a 7-year warranty on this combination.

The disadvantages of a pocket spring mattress are:
• Mattress cannot be folded. Mattress may bend, for example, when using
an adjustable sleep system but not folded double.
• The minimum thickness for an optimal result is 22cm.
• Minimum width is 90cm, if the mattress is narrower, you will not get
the optimum comfort.
Composition
Available core thickness:
Available supports:		

22cm / 24cm
Medium / Firm

Recommended minimum core thickness: 22cm for adult people
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“Excellent” line
Available quality:
Available core thicknesses:
Available supports:

100% Vita-Talalay latex
4cm / 6cm
Soft / Medium

“Excellent” line
Available quality:
Available core thicknesses:
Available supports:

100% Vita-Talalay Embrace memory foam
4cm
Memory foam (one quality)

“Comfort” line
Available quality:
Pantera® Nautic premium cold foam
Available core thicknesses:
4cm / 6cm / 8cm
Available supports:
Medium / Firm
Recommended core thickness: 6cm
The chosen thickness of the mattress topper core has a strong influence on
the quality. The thinner the mattress, the firmer it must be.
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Neptune mattress supports are
made to measure

Neptune fitted sheets
made to measure

There are two ventilation options for under your Neptune mattress.
We recommend a Neptune slat system or at least an Airlift layer under each mattress!
1. Neptune custom flexible slat systems, which provides extra sleeping comfort and
optimises ventilation. Depending on space available, a slat system can be made to
any shape and size bed frame. The slats are 4cm in height.
2. Airlift ventilation material layer available in 10mm thickness.

Neptune produce the perfect fitted sheet! Made to the exact contours of your mattress
so no more loose or baggy bed sheets! Our sheets are made from 100% Egyptian
cotton (300TC) and available in various nautical colors.

Highly recommended under every mattress

Neptune Bed linen is individually labelled per mattress and we include all the relevant
product information on the label, for instance; yacht name, yacht type, cabin name or
number, location, mattress model, quality, thickness etc.

Making the beds very simple with a perfect fit...
Colors
Neptune fitted sheets are available in colors:
white, ecru, light blue, middle blue, dark blue,
anthracite and black.

Neptune Slat systems
Neptune slat systems allow air to freely circulate around your mattress so that perspiration
moisture can be easily drained. The 30 laminated curved beech wooden slats also reduce
pressure, which guarantees more comfort and also increases the lifespan of your mattress.
The slats can be detached from each other with a simple click, allowing easy access to
any storage underneath. With the patented slatted base of Neptune you are 4cm higher,
which ensures perfect airflow and extra comfort.

Quality
300 thread counts, 100% Egyptian cotton.

Tailored “Excellent”
Neptune “Excellent” fitted sheets are made to the
exact contours of the mattress and our custom bed
linen fits perfectly to any size or shape of bed.
Tailored “Comfort”
Neptune “Comfort” fitted sheets are made to the
exact contours off the topside of your mattress,
This is a simplified version.

Neptune Airlift

Perfect fit and labeled
Bed linen is neatly labeled with all information
about the relevant bed linen. Such as location of
the mattress in question, name of the yacht, etc.
As a result, any bed linen can easily find its way
to the correct mattress.

Airlift is an alternative option and protects
against humidity and mold formation in the
mattress cores. If a Neptune slat system
cannot be used due to a height restriction
in the bunk or cabin, then this layer provides
ventilation.
Airlift is secured to the bottom of the
mattress core. If Airlift is chosen, we also
highly recommend to drill extra ventilation
holes into the base of your bed frame.

A minimum of three pieces of bed linen per mattress are made, more is no problem,
however less becomes too expensive in connection with the production process.
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Neptune Head Pillows
A good night’s sleep also starts with a great head pillow! Your pillow should absorb the
pressure of the body parts and distribute it proportionately. All the nerves of the body
pass through your neck vertebrae. It is therefore important that the neck and the head
are fully supported in the correct way. Choose a head pillow with the right support,
where the neck muscles and vertebrae can relax.

Visit our website for more pillow models.
→ www.neptune.nl/en/product-category/pillows-en/

Imperior
A combination of shape-retaining and the comfort of down. Natural Vita-Talalay
latex has the Cradle to Cradle certificate and is the best latex for people and the
environment. The core is interchangeable and has a satisfaction guarantee. The outer
sides of the pillow are filled with 90% goose down which gives excellent moisture
regulation. The ergonomic shape and neck recess provide perfect support. The batist
woven 100% cotton cover makes the pillow very suitable for people with an allergy to
dust mites.

Imperior Support
Extra Soft - Soft - Medium - Firm - Extra Firm.
The Talalay latex core can be replaced by a different quality if the hardness of the pillow
does not suit.
Do you regularly have guests on board? Then opt to purchase a number of pillows in
various supports, so the pillow they sleep on can be tailored to their individual needs.
This attention to detail is always highly appreciated by the guests.
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Neptune Duvets
Duvets come in several qualities and in various warmth classes. Neptune supplies
handmade duvets manufactured in Holland. Filled with either Duck Down, Goose Down
or the very luxurious Eiderdown. Duvets can also be made with wool, cotton, camel hair,
cashmere and Technifill.
Duvets can be made to the size and shape of each bed and even follow the contours
of your mattress.

Visit our webshop for more product information on duvets
→ www.neptune.nl/en/product-category/duvets/
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A selection from our projects:
MOTOR YACHTS

SAILING YACHTS

BERCO VOYAGER - 40mtr - Sunseeker

ADIX - 65mtr - Three-mast Schooner

BONKER - 20mtr - PB Design

AMAZON CREEK - 23mtr - CNB Yachtbuilders

CALYPSO - 36mtr - Mulder

ANNE - 52mtr - Hoek Design Classic

DE GROENE DRAECK - Lemsteraak (for the

A SULANA SLOOP - 37mtr - Holland Jachtbouw

Dutch royal family)

ATALANTE 1 - 38,7mtr - Hoek Design

DELTA ONE - 36mtr - Mulder

ATHOS - 69mtr

DUTCHMAN - 52 foot - MY Sturier 52

BACCHUS - 88,5 foot - Oyster

FALCON VII - 20mtr - MY Sossego

BONNEFOOI - 64 foot - Hallberg Rassy

FREE SPIRIT - 44mtr - PB Design

ENSO - 25mtr - Oyster

GAIA - 54 foot - Mochi Craft

EOS - 93mtr - Schonner Lúrsen

GRAND CRU - 86 foot - MY Sunseeker

ESCAPADE - 37,5mtr - Fitzroy Yachts

GROOTE BEER - Lemsteraak

EVA MARIA - 46 foot - Noordkaper

ITASCA - 53 mtr - J&K Smit

G2 - Hoek Design

MALAHNE - 50mtr - Classic

GAEL - 23mtr - Bermudan Ketch

NOSTALGIA - 48mtr - Feadship

GENEVIEVE - 37mtr - Alloy Yachts

OCEAN VICTORY - 140mtr

HEARTBEAT - 24mtr - Hoek Design Truly Classic

SANTA MARIA - 33mtr - Feadship

LIONHEART - 43mtr - J-Class

SAVANNAH - 83mtr - Feadship

LONDINE - 30 mtr - Southern Wind

SHARKI - 12mtr - Menorquin

MASTEGOT - 57,5 foot - Oyster

SILVER FOX - 48mtr - Baglieto

MIDNIGHT SUMMER DREAM

UISCE BLAU - 20mtr - Sunseeker

NARIIDA - 105 - Wally

VALENTINA - MY Prestige 680

NEW LEAF - 15mtr

WATERDREAM - 65 foot

PINTA - 18mtr

ZOZO - 40mtr - Sunseeker 131

RAINBOW - 40mtr - J-Class
SEATIUS - 29mtr - Southern Wind
SILVER FOX - 48mtr - Baglietto
SIONA - 56”- Oyster
STOUTE HENDRIK - 41 foot - Puffin
TOPAZ - 42mtr - J-Class
TULIP - 48”- Contest
VIVID - 26mtr - Jongert

Amels / Apreamare / Azimut / Bavaria / Beneteau / Claasen / Contest / Damen /
Fairline / Feadship / Ferretti / Gebroeders van Enkhuizen / Hallberg Rassy / Hanse /
Pretsige / Princess / Holland Yachtbouw / Jenneau / Jongert / Mulder / Pendennis /
Pershing / Royal Huisman / Sacs / Sanlorenzo / Sturieur / Sunseeker / Swann / Vitters /
De Vries / Wally / Waterdream / and many other yards and projects.
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NEPTUNE

The Netherlands
T 0031 228 562 045
info@neptune.nl
www.neptune.nl

NEPTUNE

Palma De Mallorca Spain
M 0034 646 897 378
or T 0031 228 743 000
melanie@neptune.nl
www.neptune.nl

